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PROBING EXCITED STATES IN NUCLEIAT AND BEYOND THE PROTON DRIP-LINE�Mihael P. CarpenterArgonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA(Reeived February 10, 1999)The oupling of a Compton-suppressed Ge (CSGe) detetor array to areoil separator has seen limited use in the past due to the low e�ienyfor measuring reoil- ray oinidenes (< 0:1%). With the building of newgeneration reoil separators and gamma-ray arrays, a substantial inreasein detetion e�ieny has been ahieved. This allows for the opportunityto measure exited states in nulei with ross-setions below 100 nb. Inthis paper, results from the oupling of a modest array of CSGe detetors(AYE-Ball) and a urrent generation Ge array (Gammasphere) with a reoilseparator (FMA) will be presented.PACS numbers: 27.70.+q, 23.20.Lv, 23.60.+e, 25.70.Gh1. IntrodutionThe study of nulei far from stability has reeived muh attention re-ently. Indeed, the thrust of the next generation radioative beam failitieswill be to study neutron rih nulei. However, it is doubtful that the nextgeneration RIB failities will push all the way to the neutron-drip line exeptfor the lightest elements. On the other hand, nulei whih lie at and beyondthe proton-drip have been produed and identi�ed for elements as heavyas Bismuth (Z = 83) using either heavy-ion indued fusion evaporationreations with stable beams and targets or multi-fragmentation reations.Until reently, many of these isotopes were haraterized solely by their de-ay properties and lifetimes, and little, if anything, was known about theirexited states.This situation has hanged somewhat in the last several years with theoupling of modest and large gamma-ray arrays to other detetion systemswhih allow for the isolation of weak hannels and their assoiated  rays� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (581)



582 M.P. Carpenterfrom stronger soures of  radiation, e.g. other residue hannels, �ssion,and Coulomb exitation. Presently, two general tehniques are used in -ray spetrosopi studies to make isotopi identi�ation of weak hannelsprodued in fusion-evaporation reations. The �rst involves the measure-ment of evaporated partiles, i.e. neutrons, protons, and/or � partiles.The number and type of partiles measured give some degree of nulideidenti�ation. The seond tehnique diretly detets the residue using ei-ther a reoil separator or a reoil detetor. Isotopi identi�ation is madeby measuring the properties of the residue, i.e. mass, energy, time of �ight,and/or deay produts. In this ontribution, the disussion will fous onstudies of exited states in nulei utilizing the seond tehnique. Spei�-ally, results from -ray spetrosopy experiments using gamma-ray arraysoupled to a high resolution reoil mass spetrometer will be presented.2. The reoil deay tagging tehniqueA high resolution reoil mass separator is installed on a beam line ofthe heavy-ion aelerator, ATLAS, at Argonne National Laboratory. Thisdevie, named the Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA), is an 8.2-meter-longmass spetrometer whih separates reation produts produed in a heavy-ion fusion reation and disperses then by Mass/Charge (M=Q) at the foalplane [1℄. While the foal-plane detetor o�ers M=Q separation typiallyof 350:1, it does not provide isotopi (Z) information. Z information isobtained at the FMA by plaing anillary detetors behind the foal-plane.For light and medium mass nulei (Z < 50), it is possible to obtain Z-separation by using an ionization hamber, however, this tehnique does notwork for heavier nulei.A tehnique for isotopi identi�ation of  rays whih is appliable toheavy nulei far from stability has been developed reently, and it is om-monly referred to as Reoil Deay Tagging (RDT). Isotopi identi�ation ismade by orrelating the harateristi harged-partile radioativity of anion implanted in a pixel of a double-sided silion strip detetor (DSSD) witha previously implanted reoil. Fig. 1 shows shematially how the tehniqueworks utilizing the DSSD setup at the FMA. Above the losed proton shellat Z = 50, many nulei near the proton-drip line deay by the emission ofan � partile. Beyond the drip line, odd-Z nulides are observed to deayby proton emission, and they too are exellent andidates for RDT studies.RDT is an extremely sensitive tehnique, and  rays have been identi�edin hannels produed with ross-setion as low as 50 nb. While the tehniqueis quite sensitive, this omes with a ost. Using a devie suh as the FMA,only about 5�15% of the reoils produed at the target are deteted at thefoal plane. In addition, only 1/2 of the deay produts deposit their full


